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Instant Ember.js Application Development How-toPackt Publishing, 2013

	Ember.js is a frontend web development framework that organizes your JavaScript into clean, reusable code. With its powerful tools and concepts at your disposal you can create large scale web applications that rival native applications.


	No matter how big your application gets, Ember.js makes your code manageable.

...
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Advanced Infrastructure Penetration Testing: Defend your systems from methodized and proficient attackersPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A highly detailed guide to performing powerful attack vectors in many hands-on scenarios and defending significant security flaws in your company's infrastructure

	
		Key Features

		
			Advanced exploitation techniques to breach modern operating systems and complex network devices
	...
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Linux Network ArchitecturePrentice Hall, 2004
This book deals with the architecture of the network subsystem in the Linux kernel. The idea for this book was born at the Institute of Telematics at the University of Karlsruhe, Germany, where the Linux kernel has been used in many research projects and its network functionality is modified or enhanced, respectively, in a...
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Sams Teach Yourself the Twitter API in 24 Hours (Sams Teach Yourself -- Hours)Sams Publishing, 2011

	This book on the Twitter API is geared to the programmer who is just a bit past
	beginner—who knows the basics of LAMP, including how to set up a basic server,
	PHP, JavaScript, HTML, and CSS. You do not have to be an expert programmer to
	use this book, but you should know how to look things up. In writing this book, we
	have tried...
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Java PerformancePrentice Hall, 2011


	Today, Java is used at the heart of the world’s largest and most critical computing

	systems. However, when I joined the Java team in 1997 the platform was young and

	just gaining popularity. People loved the simplicity of the language, the portability

	of bytecodes, and the safety of garbage collection (versus traditional...
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Expanding Your Raspberry Pi: Storage, printing, peripherals, and network connections for your Raspberry PiApress, 2017

	Gain a deeper understanding of how Raspberry Pi works to get the results you want right in the palm of your hand. This book helps you understand the right connections and software to drive your Raspberry Pi into opening the worlds of programming, electronic experiments, system control, digital imaging, and the Internet of Things to you. ...
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Test-Driven Java Development - Second Edition: Invoke TDD principles for end-to-end application developmentPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		This book will teach the concepts of test driven development in Java so you can build clean, maintainable and robust code

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore the most popular TDD tools and frameworks and become more proficient in building applications
	
			Create applications with better code...
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Why You Like It: The Science and Culture of Musical TasteFlatiron Books, 2019

	
		From the chief architect of the Pandora Radio’s Music Genome Project comes a definitive and groundbreaking examination of how your mind, body, and upbringing influence the music you love.

	
		Everyone loves music. But what is it that makes music so universally beloved and have such a powerful effect on us?
...
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Building an ASP .NET IntranetApress, 2003
The authors base the book’s sample intranet on Microsoft’s free best  practices example, the IBuySpy Portal, and teach you to quickly create an  application that exploits the advanced features of ASP.NET. A full explanation  of the IBuySpy Portal architecture is provided, which allows you to maximize  product usage. 

Further,...
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LDAP Programming, Management, and IntegrationManning Publications, 2002
Focusing on the practical application of the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol, this tutorial is geared toward IS professionals and software developers who are responsible for getting the maximum potential from their directories by integrating them with existing processes and applications. As the Internet standard for directory services, LDAP...
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Beginning PHP and PostgreSQL E-Commerce: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2006
The PHP language and PostgreSQL database server have long offered an ideal blend of practicality and power for both the novice and experienced programmer alike. Yet the continued evolution of both technologies makes them better suited to drive enterprise-class applications than ever before. In Beginning PHP and PostgreSQL E-Commerce: From...
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Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft(R) Office 2007 All in OneSams Publishing, 2006
Microsoft Corporation's Office products have an installed base of more than 25 million licensed users. More than 90% of the Fortune 500 companies use Microsoft Office. Microsoft completely redesigned the Office interface when it produced Office 2007. Microsoft's goal was to make the Office 2007 interface easier than ever to use, as well as more...
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